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Abstract 
 

The field of Remote Sensing is blooming day by day with new technologies coming up at a fast pace. 

Multispectral satellite sensors were a technological advancement at its origination capable of providing earth’s 

data with a good temporal resolution. To advance this technology, hyperspectral sensors proved to be more 

efficient with high spectral resolution and information. Agricultural and vegetation mapping are such fields 

which require constant monitoring. This paper discusses the importance and essentiality of remote sensing based 

analysis for enhanced vegetation mapping as well as the characterization using multispectral and hyperspectral 

remote sensing techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Remote sensing includes the acquisition of images in a wide range of spectrum with fine and broad wavelength 

bands which facilitates the identification and characterization of different materials using their spectral reflectance 

signatures. Multispectral Remote Sensing along with Hyperspectral data sets have a great potential in vegetation 

mapping [2], [5]. Hyperspectral data sets can provide information about subtle spectral differences. Hyperspectral 

images, also called as imaging spectrometers, collects image data in many narrow, contiguous bands in the 

reflected portion of electromagnetic spectrum [9]. As compared to Hyperspectral data sets, multispectral data is in 

broad bands, i.e. SWIR, LWIR and thermal with better spatial resolution. Spectral indices based integration of 

Multispectral and Hyperspectral datasets have an advantage over fusion technique that there is no loss of data[3], 

[7]. Also, the inherent properties of both the datasets can be combined without any manipulation. 

Multispectral sensors provides information in several bands containing the optical as well as thermal properties of 

the data. Along with it, the Near Infra-Red portion is also contained in it [8]. This information in several bands 

allow the analysts to analyze the data in an in-depth approach. The modern day analysis on urban landscapes as 

well as the agricultural sectors are the most profound applications of multispectral remote sensing [1]. However, 

the hyperspectral sensors provides an entirely different amount of information. These sensors provides the same 

information in optical domain as of the multispectral ones, but instead provides them on around 200+ spectral 

bands. To talk in simple terms, the multispectral sensors have information spread over “broad type of bands” i.e. 
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in micro-meters (µm) and tge hyperspectral sensors provides the information in “narrow type of bands” i.e. in 

nano-meters (nm).  

The basic difference in broad and narrow band analysis is the separation of information [4]. In simple words, 

suppose a multispectral sensor has countries in its content. But, it is not necessary that different cities might be 

present in it as the spatial and spectral resolution is quite coarse as compared to the hyperspectral ones [6]. When 

coming down to the hyperspectral sensors, since, the amount of bands are increase due to very narrow band-size, 

cities as well as their transport layout and the patterns of urban landscape and vegetation landscape might also be 

available. This fact provides flexibility as well as the widespread information which can be extracted using the 

hyperspectral remote sensing approaches [10]. 

2. METHODOLOGY AND THE STUDY AREA 

Basically, this study incorporates the analysis of multispectral and hyperspectral sensors for the study area of 

Haryana and Punjab as these two states provides quite humongous amount of agricultural products and contains 

high vegetation landscapes. Landsat-8 (Multispectral) and Hyperion (Hyperspectral) are the two sensors involved 

in the overall study. Landsat-8 contains 11 bands with Band 1 as deep blue-violet sensitive; Bands 2-4 are blue, 

green and red; Band 5 is NIR; Bands 6-7 are SWIR; Band 8 is panchromatic; Band 9 is thin slice of narrow band 

content and Bands 10-11 are thermal sensitive. Landsat-8 has 30m spatial resolution with 16 days as the temporal 

resolution.  When corresponding to the Hyperion sensor, it is basically EO-1 i.e. the Earth Observing-1 satellite 

containing 16 days temporal resolution, 30m spatial resolution and 221 contigous bands separated at 10nm 

spectral bandwidth. 

First, the Landsat-8 data have been pre-processed for study area. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 

(NDVI) is calculated and thresholdedbased on higher NDVI values. Other indices like Infrared Percentage Index 

(IPI), Enhanced Vegetation Index, Soil Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI), Modified Soil Adjusted Vegetation 

Index (MSAVI)are also calculated.Based on those indices values,five sites are located where there is higher 

vegetation as compared to others. The Hyperion data for these sites were downloaded, and narrowband 

indices[3], [4] have been generated. Red edge normalized difference vegetation index (RENDVI), Normalized 

difference water index (NDWI), Normalized difference infrared index (NDII), Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI) are generated using Hyperion data. Later, Principal Component Analysis and 

Minimum Noise Fraction was done on Hyperion data. Results from Indices and PCA-MNF were compared for 

both Multispectral and Hyperspectral data sets. Comparative analysis of various indices have been done. 
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Fig 1: Landsat-8 dataset of the study area of Haryana and Punjab 

 

Fig 2: Hyperion dataset for the study area of Haryana and Punjab 

Site 1 is Fazilka district of Punjab 30°  24′  08.4590″  N, 074°  01′  32.7380″  E; site 2 is Chida village of 

moga district of Punjab 30°  31′  53.8777″  N, 075°  00′  37.9029″  E; site 3 is habuana village in Sirsa 

district of Haryana bordering Punjab and Rajasthan 29°  54′  29.3838″  N, 074°  50′  45.8465″  E; site 4 is 

Udhamgarh village in Yamuna nagar district of Haryana 30°  20′  23.4782″  N, 077°  21′  14.4126″  E and 
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site 5 is Mughal majra village in Karnal district of Haryana 29°  44′  56.8743″  N, 077°  05′  44.0746″  E. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the datasets and the study area of the analysis followed by the NDVI based selected study 

sites in figure 4. 

The following figure shows the methodology adapted in this overall research work. 

 

Fig 3: The adapted methodology for the research work 

 

Fig 4: NDVI map of the study area with study sites 

NDVI = (NIR-Red)/(NIR+Red) 
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The value of NDVI ranges from -1 to 1 and is essential for the mapping of vegetation. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Fig 5: SAVI map of the study area 

SAVI = {(NIR – Red)/(NIR + Red + L)} * (1+L) 

The value of L is fixed in the case of SAVI (which is 0.5). SAVI indice basically enhances the vegetation based 

on suppression of soil and land based textures, Figure 5 shows the same. 

 

Fig 6: MSAVI map of the study area 
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MSAVI = {(NIR – Red)*(1+L)}/(NIR + Red + L) 

L = 1 – {(2*s*(NIR – Red) * (NIR – s*Red) / (NIR + Red)} 

L is not fixed in the case of MSAVI and is calculated on the basis of above equation. Figure 6 shows the 

MSAVI map of the study area. 

 

Fig 7: IPVI map of the study area 

IPVI = {NIR / (NIR + Red)/2}*(NDVI + 1) 

It is similar to NDVI, only the thing is that it is computationally faster, fig 7 shows IPVI. 

 

Fig 8: Hyperion NDVI for the study area 
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Fig 9: Hyperion RENDVI for the study area 

RENDVI = (R752-R701) / (R752+R701), where R is reflectance 

Figure 9 shows the RENDVI map of the hyperion datasets for the study area. 

 

Fig 10: Hyperion NDWI for the study area 
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NDWI = (R854 – R1254) / (R854 + R1245) 

Figure 10 shows the NDWI based indices values for the study area. 

 

Fig 11: Hyperion NDII for the study area 

 NDII = (R823 – R1649) / (R823 + R1649) 

NDII map for the study area is shown at figure 11. 
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Based on such vegetation indices, following are the tables depicting values of the study sites. 

Table 1: Broadband indices for the study site based on Landsat-8 Sensor 

Landsat 8 

OLI 

Study Site 1 Study Site 2 Study Site 3 Study Site 4 Study Site 5 

NDVI 0.844328 0.793900 0.655482 0.897398 0.880442 

SAVI 0.860416 0.8720195 0.839613 0.882965 0.854775 

MSAVI 0.909087 0.927251 0.943305 0.951765 0.905737 

IPVI 0.943470 0.953532 0.942000 0.961832 0.933490 

Table 2: Narrowband indices for the study sites based on Hyperion Sensor 

Hyperion Study Site 1 Study Site 2 Study Site 3 Study Site 4 Study Site 5 

NDVI 0.517173 0.401958 0.238208 0.421561 0.503028 

NDWI 0.200752 0.101278 0.198002 0.238030 0.247362 

RENDVI 0.512049 0.480603 0.374052 0.403625 0.356215 

NDII 0.658572 0.560526 0.604959 0.588642 0.609430 

It is clearly seen that the NDVI values in multispectral and hyperspectral are different. High NDVI in multispectral 

depicts strong vegetation presence whereas the NDVI from hyperion stays a bit low but that is not the final 

inference. RENDVI values from the Hyperion data shows the character and density of the vegetation present. This 
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clearly infers that multispectral sensor is good for sensing the vegetation density but hyperspectral is effective for 

characterizing the vegetation. 

SAVI and MSAVI based indices are basically useful for suppressing soil and enhancing the vegetation present. This 

helps in analyzing the overall schematics of the dataset in one glance. Apart from this, in order to reduce the 

computational load, instead of NDVI, IPVI can also be utilized which is computationally faster than NDVI yet 

produces similar values. The comparison can be carried out clearly where existence of similarity can be clearly seen 

between the NDVI and IPVI values. 

Moving towards the Hyperion based indices (narrowband indices), RENDVI is the main indice which helps in 

analyzing the overall character of the vegetation density present. Apart from this, NDWI and the NDII indices are 

also computed which basically produces results based on the water reflectance and the soil moisture reflectance 

respectively. These two indices helps in further validating the analysis to get more effective and profound. 

Study sites 1; 2 and 4 shows increased RENDVI values which portrays the information that vegetation is quite dense 

and healthy there as the red-edge curve must be steep towards the NIR region, hence, a small blue-shift. Apart from 

these, study sites 3 and 5 portrays the information that the vegetation might be a bit less in density and could be quite 

unhealthy due to the fact that small values represents an existence of blue-shift in the red-edge. 

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

It has been found that using both Hyperspectral and Multispectral data sets results in enhanced vegetation mapping 

for the spectral indices based method. All ratios are compared and  evaluated on the basis of the study sites. 

Narrowband indices provide the information on the basis of species level.NDVI from Landsat 8 and NDVI from 

Hyperion showing a positive increasing trend for the chosen location.This trend will lead to development of few 

narrowband indices using Hyperion data.The indices value from Hyperion data i.e. RENDVI uses Red Edge concept 

which is a sign of stress in crop and is giving a healthy trend as the data is taken before the harvest.RENDVI shows 

variation in the different study sites incorporated in this study. This infers that the vegetation cover in all the sites 

were of different types. 

NDII trend shows that the water content in vegetation in the study sites is consistent and high in level.NDWI shows 

smaller values indicating the presence of dense vegetation and precise differentiation between vegetation and water 

bodies.It can be seen that utilization of broadband and narrowband indices can result in enhanced vegetation 

characterization.Various Rule based methods can be developed using field spectra and indices values. These rule 

based methods will be used to characterize crop type along with nitrogen and other nutrient values.High spectral and 

spatial resolution data can be used. 
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